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In Brief
Franco et al. show that a Drosophila model of fragile X syndrome exhibits reduced GABAergic transmission, which leads to impaired lateral inhibition across the antennal lobe. These alterations in neuronal connectivity directly affect olfactory computations by reducing the specificity of odor responses and lead to behavioral defects.
INTRODUCTION
Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is a common inherited intellectual disability disorder. FXS patients exhibit neurological symptoms that include learning disabilities, social anxiety, attention deficits, hyperarousal, hypersensitivity, autism, and epilepsy [1] . Notwithstanding the complexity of neurophysiological and behavioral alterations, FXS is caused by the silencing, deletion, or loss-offunction mutation of a single gene, FMR1. As a result, FMRP (fragile X mental retardation protein), its protein product, is not expressed in the majority of cases or is non-functional in the rare cases with a point mutation [2] [3] [4] . FMRP is an mRNA-binding protein [5] that regulates several aspects of mRNA metabolism such as nuclear export, transport to synaptic terminals, activity-dependent ribosome stalling and gene expression [6] [7] [8] . Although much of FMRP activity is thought to be related to regulation of synaptic function [9] [10] [11] , little is known about the potential defects in neuronal function caused by the absence of FMRP, in particular how these neurophysiological alterations lead to impairment in neuronal computations and behavior in patients with FXS.
Initial studies revealed that dendritic spine number is increased in the cortex of FXS patients [12, 13] . In fact, dendritic abnormalities are the most consistent anatomical correlates of intellectual disability [14] . Studies on animal models of FXS showed that FMRP regulates neuronal branching [15] [16] [17] as well as dendritic spine morphology and density [11, 18] . In addition to defects in synaptic structure and axonal branching, impairments in animal behavior have been observed [11, 16] . However, further studies showed that neuroanatomical and behavioral defects can be genetically uncoupled [17] , suggesting that unknown impairments in neuronal circuit function may underlie behavioral deficits.
FMRP regulates translation of mRNAs at synapses, some of which encode proteins involved in synaptic plasticity [19, 20] . Importantly, the absence of FMRP leads to abnormally enhanced group 1 mGluR (metabotropic glutamate receptor) signaling, which results in exaggerated long-term depression [21] , with a net loss of AMPA and NMDA receptors [22, 23] . Additionally, enhanced group 1 mGluR signaling contributes to the elongation of dendritic spines in rodent models of FXS [18, 24] and leads to increased intrinsic neuronal excitability through the downregulation of potassium channels controlling resting membrane potential and action potential afterhyperpolarization [25, 26] . Moreover, FMRP directly influences neuronal excitability by regulating expression of potassium channels [27, 28] and by interacting with potassium channels in a translation-independent manner [29] . Nevertheless, the recent failure of FXS clinical trials targeting group 1 mGluR signaling [30] has led the field to re-examine the group 1 mGluR hypothesis.
Loss of FMRP was shown to increase network-level hyperexcitability in the rodent cortex [31, 32] , which has been associated with the symptoms observed in FXS patients, such as hypersensitivity, hyperarousal, hyperactivity, anxiety, and epilepsy [33] . Interestingly, absence of FMRP downregulates GABA A receptor subunits in both mice and flies [34, 35] . Furthermore, the enzymes for GABA synthesis and degradation, GABA membrane transporters, a GABA receptor scaffolding protein, and a protein that regulates GABA B receptor signaling are downregulated in the absence of FMRP [36, 37] . These observations suggest a tantalizing, yet poorly understood, link between GABAergic signaling, network hyperexcitability, and behavioral deficits in FXS models and patients.
In contrast to the group 1 mGluR component of FXS, the potential effects of altered synaptic inhibition on neuronal circuit excitability and how these changes might impact sensory computations and animal behavior remain unexplored. In this study, we explore the changes in neuronal circuit function and connectivity underlying FXS by using a combination of behavioral assays, functional brain imaging, optogenetics, and electrophysiology in a fly FXS model. We focused on the Drosophila melanogaster olfactory system, which is a well-understood and genetically tractable neuronal circuit. Specifically, we evaluated olfactory computations in the antennal lobe, a circuit constituted by excitatory projection neurons, which receive synaptic input from their cognate olfactory receptor neurons, as well as inhibitory local interneurons involved in mediating lateral inhibition [38] .
We find that the absence of dFMRP, the fly homolog of the human FMRP, results in reduced olfactory attraction and aversion. Calcium imaging data show that antennal lobe projection neurons have broader odor tuning in dfmr1 À flies, leading to reduced specificity in odor coding and alterations in olfactory representations. Consistent with these results, we observe that lateral inhibition across olfactory glomeruli, as well as the inhibitory connections between local interneurons and projection neurons, are impaired in dfmr1 À flies. Finally, downregulation of GABA receptors in projection neurons is sufficient to produce olfactory behavioral defects. We propose that absence of dFMRP leads to defective lateral inhibition across olfactory glomeruli, which, in turn, results in impaired odor coding and olfactory behaviors.
RESULTS

dfmr1
-Flies Exhibit Deficits in Odor-Induced Attraction and Aversion dfmr1 À flies were previously shown to have learning deficits in olfactory behavioral assays [39] . The authors suggested that this was not due to a sensory deficit; however, no detailed analysis of olfactory processing was performed. To evaluate whether the olfactory system of Drosophila melanogaster is affected by the absence of FMRP, we conducted olfactory attraction and aversion assays (Figures 1A and S1A-S1C). Ethyl acetate is known to induce attraction in flies, whereas benzaldehyde induces aversion [40, 41] . We presented these odors to starved flies and quantified attraction and aversion by counting the number of flies in odorized and non-odorized sections of the behavioral arena, before and during odor delivery. We found that dfmr1 À flies exhibit significantly weaker olfactory attraction and aversion compared to wild-type (WT) flies ( Figures 1B, 1C Figure 2D ). We extracted the location of individual glomeruli using independent component analysis [43] , which is effective in identifying even the sister glomeruli across antennal lobes with very similar locations and response profiles ( Figures 2C and S3 ). Next, we investigated the glomerular activation patterns of projection neurons and compared the representations of 24 odors in WT and dfmr1 À flies. We observed that overall responsiveness of olfactory glomeruli is significantly altered, with more excitatory and fewer inhibitory odor responses in dfmr1 À flies ( Figures S4A-S4D ). Specifically, WT flies exhibited more inhibitory responses, more silent glomeruli, and more strong excitatory responses, whereas dfmr1 À flies presented an increased number of weak excitatory responses ( Figures S4A-S4D A) Olfactory behavior arena with a four-input port and a central vacuum generates a four-quadrant air profile. In olfactory attraction assays, ethyl acetate was delivered from a single port (arrowhead), and clean air (white quadrants) was delivered through the remaining ports. In olfactory aversion assays, benzaldehyde was delivered from three ports (arrowheads), while clean air (white quadrant) was delivered through the remaining port. Fifty 20-hr-starved flies were recorded during 10 min (odorless air, 2 min; odor, 3 min; odorless air, 5 min). (B-G) Heatmaps showing the density of flies across all experiments during the last minute of odor exposure. Note that WT, dfmr1 rescue, and GH146 flies cluster in the ethyl acetate quadrant (dotted quadrant) in attraction assays and in the clean-air quadrant (dotted quadrant) in aversion assays using benzaldehyde. dfmr1 In this and all other figures, *p < 0.05; **p < 0.03; ***p < 0.01. See also Figure S1 .
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odor selectivity by plotting the responses of each glomerulus normalized to its maximum odor response. We observed that dfmr1 À glomeruli have broader response profiles and, thus, reduced odor selectivity, represented by warmer colors (Figure 3E ). To quantify this, we calculated the lifetime sparseness, a measure of response selectivity [45] , of all glomeruli. A glomerulus with high sparseness value responds to only one or very few odors. Conversely, a glomerulus with low sparseness value responds to many odors equally. We found that dfmr1 À glomeruli have significantly lower lifetime sparseness values ( Figure 3F ), suggesting they are less odor selective. Complementary to this, we computed the population sparseness, which is a measure of the number of glomeruli activated by a single odor. A high population sparseness value signifies that few glomeruli were activated by a given odor, whereas a low population sparseness value signifies that many glomeruli were similarly 1 -p e n ta n o l a m y l a c e ta te g e ra n y l a c e ta te 2 -h e p ta n o n e p h e n y la c e ta ld e h y d e b e n z a ld e h y d e 3 -o c ta n o l s u lc a to n e c a p ry la ld e h y d e
-p e n ta n o l a m y l a c e ta te g e ra n y l a c e ta te 2 -h e p ta n o n e p h e n y la c e ta ld e h y d e b e n z a ld e h y d e 3 -o c ta n o l s u lc a to n e c a p ry la ld e h y d e activated. We found that the antennal lobe of dfmr1 À flies has significantly lower population sparseness ( Figure 3G ), which is consistent with our complementary analysis showing reduced response to background (signal-to-noise) ratios ( Figure S4D ) and increased correlations across antennal lobe glomeruli in dfmr1 À flies ( Figure S4E ).
Our results reveal an impairment in olfactory coding and odor selectivity in dfmr1 À flies due to broader tuning and reduced odor selectivity of antennal lobe projection neurons. This reduced odor selectivity can, in principle, arise from less selective glomerular innervation patterns of individual projection neurons in dfmr1 À flies. However, we did not observe changes in glomerular morphology or size in any of the genetically identified projection neurons of dfmr1 À flies ( Figure S5 ).
Impaired Lateral Interactions Alter Olfactory Information Processing in dfmr1 -Flies
The lack of any obvious morphological alterations in projection neurons, combined with our observations of increased excitatory and reduced inhibitory odor responses, suggests that defective lateral interactions among antennal lobe neurons might be responsible for the reduced specificity of olfactory representations in dfmr1 À flies. In the fly antennal lobe, lateral interactions across olfactory glomeruli were shown to mediate the spread of both excitation [46] , through gap junctions [47] , and inhibition, through local interneurons [44] . It has been shown that, when odors are mixed, lateral interactions across antennal lobe glomeruli can alter odor representations, both through lateral excitation and lateral inhibition [48] . To compare the level of lateral interactions in WT and dfmr1 À flies, we applied mixtures of odorants, in which the concentration of one of the components is kept constant while the concentration of the other mixture component is gradually increased (Figures 4A and S6A) . Different odors recruit different subsets of projection neurons and different local interneurons. This, in turn, will change the odor-evoked activity patterns, creating new odor representations depending on the degree of lateral interactions among all recruited neurons [46] .
We observed that the odor representation of the component with fixed concentration became progressively different with increasing concentrations of the second mixture component. These mixing-related changes in odor representations were more pronounced in WT flies than in dfmr1 À flies ( Figures 4A-4C and S6A-S6C). Next, we quantified the changes in response amplitudes of individual glomeruli. Our results showed that, on average, WT flies exhibited significantly more mixture-related suppression, whereas dfmr1 À flies exhibited significantly more mixture-related excitation ( Figures 4D, 4E , S6D, and S6E). This suggests that, while lateral inhibition is impaired in dfmr1 À flies, lateral excitatory interactions might be spared ( Figure S7 ). These lateral inhibitory and excitatory effects were variable across populations of projection neurons. In line with this, our results suggest that populations of individual glomeruli in WT flies have a significantly larger variety of both inhibitory and excitatory effects at all mixture concentrations, when compared to dfmr1 À flies ( Figures 4F and S6F) . Altogether, these results support the idea that lateral inhibitory interactions are impaired in the antennal lobe of dfmr1 À flies, which eventually results in reduced contrast across odor representations and, therefore, poorer performance in olfactory behaviors.
Lateral Inhibition Is Impaired in the Antennal Lobe of dfmr1 -Flies
Our findings using odor mixtures point to reduced lateral inhibition among olfactory glomeruli in dfmr1 À flies. In line with this, several components of the GABAergic transmission machinery are reported to be downregulated in mouse and fruit fly models of FXS [34, 35] . Moreover, GABAergic signaling appears to be disrupted in the brains of autistic patients [49] , a recurrent phenotype in FXS. All this evidence led to the hypothesis that reduced inhibition may be a major mechanism underlying neuronal deficits in FXS [50] . However, direct in vivo physiological evidence that inhibitory connections between neurons are impaired in any in vivo model of FXS is lacking.
In the fruit fly antennal lobe, lateral inhibition across olfactory glomeruli is mediated by GABAergic local interneurons that can act on both olfactory receptor neuron terminals and on projection neurons [44, 51, 52] . To directly test the action of local interneurons on the activity of projection neurons, we performed intracellular recordings of projection neurons while optogenetically stimulating GABAergic local interneurons expressing channelrhodopsin-2 ( Figure 5A ) [53, 54] . Optogenetic activation of local interneurons consistently hyperpolarized the membrane potential of WT projection neurons (Figures 5B-5D ). In contrast, dfmr1 À projection neurons exhibited significantly smaller or no hyperpolarization in their membrane potential ( Figures 5B-5D ). Importantly, we observed that dfmr1 À projection neurons exhibit a prominent excitation upon optogenetic local interneuron stimulation ( Figure 5C ), which is mediated by the gap junctions between local interneurons and projection neurons [47] . During these recordings, we kept the antennae dry and the olfactory nerve intact, which ensures that the olfactory receptor neurons are undamaged and sustain a healthy level of background activity. As previously shown [55] , this remaining olfactory receptor neuron background firing results in prominent subthreshold synaptic activity and spontaneous action potential firing in our recorded projection neurons ( Figures 5B, 5E , and 5G). The optogenetic activation of local interneurons reduced See also Figures S4 and S5 .
the firing rate of WT projection neurons significantly more than that of dfmr1 À projection neurons ( Figures 5E-5H ). In line with the remaining gap-junction-mediated lateral excitation, we observed a slight increase in projection neuron firing rates of dfmr1 À flies (Figures 5E and 5F ). ], p = 2.6 3 10 À15 ).
See also Figure S6 . revealed that deficient inhibition of dfmr1 À projection neurons ( Figure 5 ) is due to less effective GABAergic inhibition from local interneurons onto the whole antennal lobe circuit, at the level of both projection neurons and local interneurons. We observed that dfmr1 À flies present less strongly activated glomeruli ( Figures S4A-S4D ), which could be caused by reduced lateral excitation. We, therefore, recorded lateral excitatory responses in projection neurons of flies, in which the antennae were removed and, hence, did not present spontaneous activity ( Figure S7A ). This experimental arrangement minimizes the effects produced by presynaptic lateral inhibition [44] . Optogenetic activation of local interneurons produced an excitatory response in both WT and dfmr1 À projection neurons ( Figures S7B and   S7C ). However, lateral excitatory responses decay faster in dfmr1 À projection neurons ( Figures S7B and S7C ) and were smaller in amplitude ( Figure S7D ). This observation could, in part, explain the lower incidence of strongly activated glomeruli upon odor stimulation in dfmr1 À flies ( Figures S4A-S4D ).
Downregulation of GABAergic Rdl Receptors in the Antennal Lobe Impairs Olfactory Behavior in Flies
Our observations, indicating that inhibition is reduced in both the projection neurons ( Figure 5 ) and the local interneurons ( Figure 6 ) of the antennal lobe, suggest that lack of inhibition is the neurophysiological cause of the behavioral abnormalities observed in the absence of dFMRP (Figure 1 ). We directly tested this idea by knocking down the expression of the GABAergic Rdl receptor. Downregulation of Rdl receptors selectively in projection neurons ( Figure 7A ) or in local interneurons ( Figure 7B ) resulted in lower olfactory behavioral performance in fruit flies. Taken together with the previously reported decreased expression of GABA A receptors in the absence of FMRP [34] , the electrophysiological and behavioral evidence presented in this study strongly suggests that reduced inhibition of neuronal circuits contributes to the pathophysiology of FXS.
DISCUSSION
Since the discovery of reduced GABA A receptor subunit expression in the absence of FMRP [34] , accumulated evidence has pointed toward alterations in GABAergic transmission as a key component in the neurophysiology of FXS [50, 56] . In fact, intracellular recordings on acute brain slices suggested that reduced inhibitory input from interneurons onto pyramidal neurons could result in an excitation/inhibition imbalance [35, 57] . Whether this is true in vivo and how it might impact neuronal circuit function and behavior remained unclear.
We tested this using the fruit fly antennal lobe circuit and demonstrate that GABAergic connections established by local interneurons, which mediate lateral inhibition [44, 51, 58] , are impaired in a Drosophila melanogaster model of FXS. Moreover, we show that deficits in GABAergic lateral inhibition leads to increased circuit excitability, which results in reduced stimulus selectivity in projection neurons. With lower selectivity comes impaired olfactory computations leading to strong odor discrimination deficits. We postulate that similar deficits in lateral inhibition impair neuronal computations in other sensory modalities. In consonance with this, it has been reported that circuit hyperexcitability leads to behavioral alterations in tactile, auditory, and olfactory tasks in mouse models of FXS [32, 59, 60] .
Our results indicate that, in the absence of dFMRP, neuronal computations are impaired in the antennal lobe of Drosophila melanogaster. Consequently, flies exhibit deficits in olfactory behaviors. This is in apparent contradiction with a previous study showing long-term memory defects in dfmr1 À flies and no sensory deficits [39] . As we report, responses to many odors are still elicited in projection neurons of dfmr1 À flies. They are just less selective due to reduced lateral inhibition. We suggest that this difference may be due to a more extensive and quantitative analysis of behavior and physiology in our study that revealed defects that may have not been previously detected. Alternatively, the penetrance and severity of phenotypes in FMR1 mutant animals, both mice and flies, can be sensitive to genetic background. It is possible that the previous study did not account for this. At any rate, both null alleles and RNAi flies analyzed using behavioral, imaging, and electrophysiological approaches revealed that dfmr1 mutants exhibit reduced odor specificity and, thus, deficient olfactory processing. Lateral inhibition across Drosophila olfactory glomeruli has been proposed to be important for increasing contrast among odor representations and, therefore, for discriminating odors [44, 48] . Interestingly, such a mechanism has been suggested to be relevant for other sensory modalities [61] . In this winner-take-all model, glomeruli with most prominent odor responses would strongly activate surrounding interneurons, spreading inhibition to nearby weakly activated glomeruli. The spread of lateral inhibition, in turn, would inhibit the odor responses of weakly activated glomeruli, while strongly activated glomeruli remain as the unique encoder of the particular odor. This model also suggests that the lack of many weakly activated glomeruli, in addition to few strongly responding but very odor-specific glomeruli, enhances the separation of odor response patterns from one another. In line with this model, we observed that lack of lateral inhibition in the antennal lobe of dfmr1 À flies, indeed, leads to an increase in the number of weakly activated and less odor-specific glomeruli. By contrast, WT flies present more inhibitory and less weak excitatory responses, sparing strongly responding olfactory glomeruli that are more odor specific. This is probably a consequence of reduced lateral inhibition, which is important for contrast enhancement of odor representations [44] . Additionally, the slight decrease in lateral excitation observed in dfmr1 À flies could result in less strongly represented glomeruli. Importantly, defects in olfactory processing have been observed in other animal models of FXS [59] , as well as in human patients, which display hypersensitivity to smells [62] and to other sensory modalities involving lateral inhibitory mechanisms such as tactility and audition [62] . Beyond the olfactory system, several studies have shown that CNS neurons are hyperexcitable in the absence of FMRP [31, 32, 57] . Since activation of the group 1 mGluR signaling pathway results in increased neuronal excitability [25, 26] , circuit hyperexcitability has been attributed to the constitutively enhanced group 1 mGluR signaling observed in mouse FXS models. Here, we provide the first direct in vivo evidence showing that defects in lateral GABAergic inhibition significantly contribute to circuit hyperexcitability. This is consistent with downregulation of proteins involved in GABAergic transmission both in fruit flies and in rodents [34, 36] . Thus, reduced inhibition could be a consequence of decreased GABA release from local interneurons, reduced expression of postsynaptic GABA receptors, or both. Further studies of protein expression profiles for the specific neuron types are needed to elucidate this. It is possible that this mechanism might explain phenotypes observed in FXS patients such as hypersensitivity, hyperarousal, hyperactivity, and epilepsy, all of which reflect hyperexcitable brain states.
In summary, we demonstrate that lateral inhibition within the antennal lobe is strongly affected in dfmr1 À flies due to impaired inhibitory connections from local interneurons onto projection neurons and other local interneurons. The lack of this lateral inhibition on projection neurons is probably the major cause for their increased excitability and reduced odor specificity. We propose that this compromised olfactory coding consequently leads to impaired olfactory behaviors in dfmr1 À flies. More generally,
we provide the missing in vivo evidence that the lack of dFMRP has a direct impact on sensory processing and animal behavior through a weakening of lateral inhibitory connections, which broadens response tuning of principal neurons. This mechanism might be ubiquitously present in the brain of FXS patients. For instance, reduced GABAergic inhibition could produce hyperexcitable neuronal circuits in FXS patients, which not only explains symptoms such as hypersensitivity, hyperarousal, or epilepsy but also potentially contributes to the misprocessing of information across the brain, which would have severe effects on human behavior. Finally, given the overlap between the phenotypes of FXS and those of other neurological diseases, such as autism, Rett syndrome, or Dravet syndrome, and their corresponding perturbations in GABAergic transmission [33, 49, 63] , it is possible that similar mechanisms involving reduced lateral inhibition are also present in these neurological syndromes, which are yet to be discovered. 
